Introduction
In [4] , working in an abstract set-up, we characterized arbitrage prices of generic convertible securities (CS), such as convertible bonds (CB), and we provided a rigorous decomposition of a CB into a straight bond component and a game option component, in order to give a definite meaning to commonly used terms of 'CB spread' and 'CB implied volatility.' Moreover, in [5] , we showed that in the hazard process set-up, the theoretical problem of pricing and hedging CS can essentially be reduced to a problem of solving a related doubly reflected Backward Stochastic Differential Equation (BSDE for short). Finally, in [6] , we established a formal connection between this BSDE and the corresponding variational inequalities with double obstacle in a generic Markovian intensity model.
In this paper, we study CSs (in particular, CBs) in a specific market set-up. We consider a primary market model consisting of: a savings account, a stock underlying a convertible security, and an associated credit default swap (CDS, or, alternatively to the latter, a rolling CDS more realistically used as an hedging instrument, see Section 2.3.1 and Bielecki et al. [7] ). The dynamics of these three securities are modeled in terms of Markovian diffusion set-up with default (Section 2). For this particular model, we give explicit conditions, obtained by applying general results of Crépey [13] , which ensure that the BSDE related to a convertible security has a unique solution (Proposition 4.2) and we provide the associated (super-)hedging strategy for a convertible security (Proposition 4.1). Moreover, we characterize the pricing function of a convertible security in terms of the viscosity solution to associated variational inequalities (Proposition 5.1) and we prove the convergence to this pricing function of suitable approximation schemes (Proposition 5.2). We then specify these results to a convertible bond and its decomposition into straight bond and option components (Section 6).
The above-mentioned model appears as the simplest equity-to-credit reduced form model one may think of (the connection between equity and credit in the model being materialized by the fact that the default intensity γ depends on the stock level S), and it is thus widely used in the industry for dealing with defaultable convertible bonds. This was the first motivation for the present study. The second motivation was the fact that all assumptions that we postulated in our previous theoretical works [4, 5, 6] are satisfied within this set-up; in this sense, the model is consistent with our theory of convertible securities. In particular, we worked in [4, 6] under the assumption that the value U cb t of a convertible bond upon a call at time t yields, as a function of time, a well-defined process satisfying some natural conditions. In the specific framework of this paper, using uniqueness of arbitrage prices (Propositions 2.1 and 3.1) and a form of continuous aggregation property of the value U cb t of a convertible bond upon a call at time t (Proposition 6.7), we are actually able to prove that this assumption is satisfied, and we also give ways to compute U cb t (Propositions 6.6 and 6.8).
Market Model
In this section, we introduce a simple specification of the generic Markovian default intensity set-up of [6] . More precisely, we consider a defaultable diffusion model with time-and stock-dependent local default intensity and local volatility (see also [2, 1, 17, 19, 28, 11] ). We denote by t 0 the integrals over (0, t].
Default Time
Let us be given a standard stochastic basis (Ω, G, F, Q), over [0, Θ] for some fixed Θ ∈ R + , endowed with the following objects:
• a non-negative random variable 1 S 0 with finite moments of every order p ∈ [2, +∞); • a standard Brownian motion (W t , t ∈ [0, Θ]) independent of S 0 .
We assume that F is the filtration generated by W and S 0 . So, in particular, (F, Q; W ) has the predictable representation property for (F-)local martingales.
The underlying probability measure Q is devoted to represent a risk-neutral probability measure on a financial market model that we are now going to construct. To start with, we define the predefault factor process S (to be interpreted later as the pre-default stock price of the firm underlying a convertible security) as the diffusion with initial condition S 0 and the dynamics over [0, Θ] given as d S t = S t r(t) − q(t) + ηγ(t, S t ) dt + σ(t, S t ) dW t
with related generator
Assumption 2.1 (i) The riskless short interest rate r(t), the equity dividend yield q(t), and the local default intensity γ(t, S) ≥ 0 are bounded, Borel-measurable functions and η ≤ 1 is a real constant, to be interpreted later as the fractional loss upon default on the stock price.
(ii) The local volatility σ(t, S) is a positively bounded, Borel-measurable function, so in particular σ(t, S) ≥ σ > 0 for some constant σ.
(iii) The functions γ(t, S)S and σ(t, S)S are Lipschitz continuous in S, uniformly in t.
Note that we authorize negative values of r and q, in order, for instance, to possibly account for repo rates in the model. Under Assumption 2.1, the SDE (1) admits a unique strong solution S, which is non-negative over [0, Θ] . Moreover, the following (standard) a priori estimate is available, for any p ∈ [2, +∞)
In the next step, we define the [0, Θ] ∪ {+∞}-valued default time τ d , using the so-called canonical construction [8] . Specifically, we set (with, by convention, inf ∅ = ∞)
where ε is a unit exponential random variable on (Ω, G, F, Q) independent of F. Because of our construction of τ d , the process G t := Q(τ > t | F t ) satisfies, for every t ∈ [0, Θ],
and thus it is continuous and non-increasing. This also means that the process γ(t, S t ) is the Fintensity of τ d (see [5, 6] ). The fact that the default intensity γ may depend on S is crucial, since this dependence actually conveys all the 'equity-to-credit' information in the model. A natural choice for γ is a decreasing (e.g., negative power) function of S capped when S is close to zero. A possible refinement is to positively floor γ. The lower bound on γ would then represent the pure default risk, as opposed to equity-related default risk. Let H t = 1 {τ d ≤t} be the default indicator process and let the process (M d t , t ∈ [0, Θ]) be given by the formula
We denote by H the filtration generated by the process H and by G the filtration given as F ∨ H. Then the process M d is known to be a G-martingale, called the compensated jump martingale. Moreover, the filtration F is immersed in G, in the sense that all F-martingales are G-martingales (this property is commonly referred to as Hypothesis (H)). This implies, in particular, that the F-Brownian motion W is also a G-Brownian motion under Q.
Primary Traded Assets
We are now in a position to define the prices of primary traded assets in our market model. Assuming that τ d is the default time of a reference entity (firm), we fix 0 < T ≤ Θ and we consider on the time interval [0, T ] a continuous-time market composed of three primary assets:
• the savings account evolving according to the deterministic short-term interest rate r; we denote by β the discount factor process (the inverse of the savings account), so that β t = e − R t 0 r(u) du ;
• the stock of the reference entity with the pre-default price process given as S above and the fractional loss upon default determined by a constant η ≤ 1;
• a CDS contract written at time 0 on the reference entity, with maturity Θ, the protection payment given as a Borel-measurable, bounded function ν : [0, Θ] → R and the fixed CDS spreadν.
The stock price process (S t , t ∈ [0, T ]) is formally defined by setting, for every t ∈ [0, T ],
so that, as required,
Note that estimate (3) enforces the following moment condition on the process S
We define the discounted cumulative stock price β S by the expression, for every t ∈ [0, T ]
or equivalently, in term of S,
Note that the process S is stopped at τ d , since we will not need to consider the behavior of the stock price after default. Indeed, we will postulate throughout that all trading activities are stopped at the random time τ d ∧ T . Let us now examine the valuation in the present model of a CDS written on the reference entity. We take the perspective of the credit protection buyer. Consistently with arbitrage requirements (cf. [6] ), we assume that the pre-default CDS price ( B t , t ∈ [0, T ]) is given as B t = B(t, S t ), where the pre-default CDS pricing function B(t, S) is the unique (classical) solution to the following PDE L B(t, S) + δ(t, S) − µ(t, S) B(t, S) = 0, B(Θ, S) = 0,
where • the operator L given by (2), • δ(t, S) = ν(t)γ(t, S) −ν is the pre-default dividend function of the CDS, • µ(t, S) = r(t) + γ(t, S) is the credit-risk adjusted interest rate. The discounted cumulative CDS price β B equals, for every t ∈ [0, T ],
Model Completeness
Since β S and β B are manifestly locally bounded processes, a risk-neutral measure on our primary market model is defined as any probability measure Q equivalent to Q such that the discounted cumulative prices β S and β B are (G, Q)-local martingales (see, e.g., [6] ). In particular, we note that the underlying probability measure Q is a risk-neutral measure on our primary market model. The following lemma can be easily proved using the Itô formula.
where the F-predictable dispersion matrix process Σ is given by the formula
We work in the sequel under the following standing assumption. 
Proof. For any probability measure Q equivalent to Q on (Ω, G T ), the Radon-Nikodym density process Z t , t ∈ [0, T ], is a strictly positive (G, Q)-martingale. Therefore, by the predictable representation theorem due to Kusuoka [27] , there exist two G-predictable processes, ϕ and ϕ d say, such that
A probability measure Q is then a risk-neutral measure whenever the process β X is a (G, Q)-local martingale or, equivalently, whenever the process β XZ is a (G, Q)-local martingale. The latter condition is satisfied if and only if
The unique solution to (11) 
Rolling CDS
In practice traders typically use a rolling CDS (see [7] ) as hedging instrument, rather than a plain CDS contract as considered above. The rolling CDS is defined as the wealth process of a selffinancing trading strategy that amounts to continuously rolling one unit of long CDS contracts indexed by their inception date t ∈ [0, T ], with respective maturities Θ(t) ∈ [t, Θ], where Θ(·) is an increasing piecewise constant time-functional (for details, see [7] ). We shall denote such contracts as CDS(t, Θ(t)). Intuitively, the above mentioned strategy amounts to holding at every time t ∈ [0, T ] one unit of the CDS(t, Θ(t)). At time t + dt the unit position in the CDS(t, Θ(t)) is unwounded, the proceeds (which may be positive or negative depending on the evolution of the market between t and t + dt) are reinvested in the savings account, and a freshly issued CDS(t + dt, Θ(t + dt)) is entered into at no cost. This procedure is carried on in continuous time (practically speaking, on a daily basis) until the hedging horizon T .
In the case of a rolling CDS, the entry β B in (8) is then to be understood as the discounted cumulative value process of this strategy and the only modification with respect to the case of a standard CDS is that the dispersion matrix Σ in (9) needs to be changed into (see Appendix A)
Here, the functions P t and F t are the pre-default pricing functions of the protection leg and the fee leg, respectively, of CDS(t, Θ(t)), and the quantitȳ
represents the related CDS spread. As shown in Appendix A, the functions P t and F t are characterized as the solutions of PDEs of the form (7) on [t, Θ(t)] with functions δ therein respectively given by δ 1 (u, S) = ν(u)γ(u, S) and δ 2 (u, S) = 1.
Convertible Securities
We now specify to the present model the notion of a convertible security (CS), as formally defined in [4] . Let 0 (resp. T ) stand for the inception date (resp. the maturity date) of a CS with the underlying asset S. For any t ∈ [0, T ], we write F t T (resp. G t T ) to denote the set of all F-stopping times (resp. G-stopping times) with values in [t, T ]. Given the time of lifting of a call protection of a CS,τ ∈ G 0 T , letḠ
Definition 3.1 A convertible security with the underlying S (cf. (5)) is a game option (see [4, 5, 6, 26, 25] ) with the ex-dividend cumulative discounted cash flows π(t; τ p , τ c ) given by the formula, for
where:
, which is a G-adapted, càdlàg process with bounded variation, and some real-valued, G-adapted recovery process
• the payment at maturity ξ is a G T -measurable real random variable, • the processes R, L and the random variable ξ are assumed to satisfy the following inequalities, for some positive constant c:
Valuation of a CS
The notion of an arbitrage price of a CS referred to below is a suitable extension to game options (Definition 2.6 in Kallsen and Kühn [25] , see also [4] ) of the No Free Lunch with Vanishing Risk (NFLVR) condition of Delbaen and Schachermayer [18] .
Proposition 3.1 If the Q-Dynkin game related to the CS admits a value Π, in the sense that
and Π is a G-semimartingale, then Π is the unique arbitrage (ex-dividend) price of the CS.
Proof. Except for the uniqueness statement, this follows by applying the general results in [4] . To verify the uniqueness property, we first note that for any risk-neutral measure Q, we have that 
Therefore, taking the essential supremum over the set M of all risk-neutral measures Q,
Under condition (16), any arbitrage price of a CS with underlying S is then given by the value of the related Dynkin game for some risk-neutral measure Q, by the general results of [4] . Furthermore,
In conclusion, the Q-Dynkin game has value Π, for any risk-neutral measure Q. 2
We now define special cases of CSs, corresponding to American-and European-style CSs.
Definition 3.2 A (purely) puttable security (as opposed to puttable and callable, in the case of a general convertible security) is a convertible security withτ = T . An elementary security is a puttable security with bounded variation dividend process D over [0, T ], bounded payment at maturity ξ, and such that
By Definition 3.2, puttable and elementary securities are special cases of convertible securities. Note that, given Proposition 3.1, a puttable (resp. elementary) security can be redefined equivalently as a financial product with ex-dividend cumulative discounted cash flowsπ(t; τ p ) (resp. φ(t)) given as, for t ∈ [0, T ] and τ p ∈ G t T ,
Hedging of a CS
The following definition is standard, accounting for the dividends on the primary market. Definition 3.3 By a (self-financing) primary strategy, we mean a pair (V 0 , ζ) such that:
• V 0 is a G 0 -measurable real-valued random variable representing the initial wealth, • ζ is an R 1⊗2 -valued (bi-dimensional row vector), β X-integrable process representing holdings (number of units held) in primary risky assets. The wealth process V of a primary strategy (V 0 , ζ) is given by
In the set-up of this paper, the notions of issuer (super)hedge and holder (super)hedge introduced in [5, 6] take the following form. Recall that we denote τ = τ p ∧ τ c . 
(ii) A holder hedge for a CS is a triplet (V 0 , ζ, τ p ) such that: 
Definition 3.4 can be easily extended to hedges that start at any initial date t ∈ [0, T ], and specified to the special case of puttable or elementary securities (see [5, 6] ).
Doubly Reflected BSDEs Approach

Technical Assumptions and Definitions
In order to deal with the doubly reflected BSDE associated with a convertible security, we need to impose some technical assumptions. We refer the reader to section 6 for concrete examples.
Assumption 4.1 We postulate that:
• the coupon process C satisfies
for a bounded, Borel-measurable continuous-time coupon rate function c(·) and deterministic discrete times and coupons T i and c i , respectively; we take the tenor of the discrete coupons as T 0 = 0 < T 1 < · · · < T I−1 < T I with T I−1 < T ≤ T I (where the latter inequality may be strict for reasons that will become clear in Section 6.5);
• the recovery process R t is of the form R(t, S t− ) for a Borel-measurable function R;
• the call protection timeτ ∈ F 0 T .
The accrued interest at time t is given by
where i t is the integer satisfying T it−1 ≤ t < T it . On open intervals between the discrete coupon dates we thus have dA t = a(t) dt with a(t) = c i t
. To a CS with data (functions) C, R, ξ, L, U and lifting time of call protectionτ , we associate the Borel-measurable functions f (t, S, x) (for x real), g(S), (t, S) and h(t, S) defined by
and (recall that µ(t, S) = r(t) + γ(t, S))
where we set Γ(t, S) = c(t) + a(t) − µ(t, S)A t . In the case of a puttable security, the process U is irrelevant and thus we redefine h(t, S) = +∞. Moreover, in the case of an elementary security, the process L plays no role either, and we redefine further (t, S) = −∞. We define the processes and random variables associated to a CS (parameterized by x ∈ R, regarding f ) as
with the convention that 0 × ∞ = 0 in the last identity. We finally introduce
where it will become apparent later that α t can be interpreted later as the credit-risk adjusted discount factor. Let us now introduce some spaces: For any K ∈ A 2 , we thus have that
i define mutually singular measures on R + . Given a CS with data C, R, ξ, L, U,τ and the associated processes and random variables (f, g, , h,h) (cf. (22)- (23)), we introduce the following doubly reflected Backward Stochastic Differential Equation (E) with data (f, g, ,h) (BSDE for short, see [5, 6, 13] ), such that almost surely, for t ∈ [0, T ):
supplemented by the terminal condition Π T = g, almost surely. 
satisfying all conditions in (E). In particular, K, hence Π, have to be continuous processes.
(ii) In the case of a puttable security, soτ = T , we have K − = 0 in any solution (Π, Z, K) to (E), and (E) reduces to a reflected BSDE with data (f, g, ) and K ∈ A 2 i in the solution.
(iii) In the special case of an elementary security, we have K = 0 in any solution (Π, Z, K) to (E), so that (E) reduces to a standard BSDE with data (f, g).
In order to establish the well-posedness of the BSDEs introduced in Definition 4.1, as well as their connection with the formally related obstacles problems examined in the next section, we work henceforth under the following Assumption 4.2 The functions r, q, γ, σ, c, R, g, h, are continuous.
Connection with Hedging
By applying the general results of [5, 6] , we have the following (super-)hedging result.
Proposition 4.1 Let ( Π, Z, K) be a solution to (E), assumed to exist, and let Π t denote 1 {t<τ d } Π t with Π := Π + A. Then Π is the unique arbitrage price process of the CS. (i) For any t ∈ [0, T ], an issuer hedge with initial wealth Π t is furnished by
where [Z u , R u − Π u− ] denotes the concatenation of Z u and R u − Π u− and where Λ denotes the left-inverse of the dispersion matrix Σ over [0, τ d ∧ T ] (cf. Assumption 2.2). Moreover, Π t is the smallest initial wealth of an issuer hedge.
(ii) For any t ∈ [0, T ], a holder hedge with initial wealth −Π t is furnished by
and ζ = −ζ * above. Moreover, −Π t is the smallest initial wealth of a holder hedge.
Proof. In view of the general results of [5, 6] , we see that the process Π introduced in the statement of the proposition satisfies all the assumptions for the process Π introduced in Proposition 3.1. Hence it is the unique arbitrage price process of the CS. As for statements (i) and (ii), they are rather straightforward consequences of the general results of [5, 6] . 2
Note that in the case of an elementary security, there are no stopping times involved and process K is equal to 0, so that (Π t , ζ * ) in fact defines a (self-financing) replication strategy (see [5] ). We thus see that in the present set-up a CS has a bilateral hedging price, in the sense that the price Π t ensures super-hedging (or replication, in the case of an elementary security) to both its issuer and holder, starting from the initial wealth Π t for the former and −Π t for the latter, where process Π is also the unique arbitrage price. Of course, this conclusion hinges on our temporary assumption that the related BSDE (E) has a solution.
Solution of the BSDEs
Let P be the class of functions Π of the real variable S bounded by C(1 + |S| p ) for some real C and integer p that may depend on Π. By a slight abuse of terminology, we shall say that a function Π(S, . . . ) is of class P if it has polynomial growth in S, uniformly in any other arguments. We postulate henceforth the following additional Assumption 4.3 The functions R, g, h, associated to a CS are of class P (or h = +∞, in the case of a puttable security, and = −∞, in the case of an elementary security), andτ is given as τ = inf{ t > 0 ; S t ≥S} ∧T (26) for some constantsT ∈ [0, T ] andS ∈ R + ∪ {+∞} (so, in particular,τ = 0 in caseS = 0, and τ =T in caseS = +∞). As for , it satisfies, more specifically, the following structure condition: (t, S) = λ(t, S) ∨ c for some constant c ∈ R ∪ {−∞}, and a function λ of class C 1,2 with
(or = −∞, in the case of an elementary security).
Example 4.1 The standing example for the function λ(t, S) in (27) is λ(t, S) = S. In that case, corresponds to the payoff function of a call option (or, more precisely, to the lower payoff function of a convertible bond, see Section 6).
By an application of the general results of [6, 13] , we then have the following Proposition 4.2 The BSDE (E) admits a unique solution ( Π, Z, K). 2
In the foregoing sections, we will give analytical characterizations of the so-called pre-default clean prices (i.e., pre-default price less accrued interest, which corresponds to the state-process Π in a solution to (E); see Proposition 4.1 and [6] ) in terms of viscosity solutions to associated variational inequalities. In this context, unless explicitly stated otherwise, by a 'price' of a security we mean henceforth its 'pre-default clean price.' To get the corresponding pre-default price, it suffices to add to the clean price process the related accrued interest process (if there are any discrete coupons involved in the product under consideration).
Variational Inequalities Approach
The goal of this section is to study the variational inequalities approach to convertible securities in the present set-up and the link between variational inequalities and doubly reflected BSDEs.
No Protection, Protection and Post-protection Prices
For anyτ ∈ F 0 T , the associated price coincides on [τ , T ] with the price corresponding to a lifting time of call protection that would be given byτ 0 := 0. This follows from the general results in [5] , using also the fact that the BSDEs related to the problems with lifting times of call protectionτ andτ 0 both have solutions, under the standing assumptions. Then the no-protection prices (i.e., prices obtained for the lifting time of call protectionτ 0 = 0) can also be interpreted as post-protection prices for an arbitrary stopping timeτ ∈ F 
Technical Assumptions and Definitions
In case
Given a continuous boundary condition b of class P on ∂ p D, we introduce the following obstacles problem (VI) on D (L and f were defined in (2) and (23), respectively) max min − LΠ(t, S) − f (t, S, Π(t, S)), Π(t, S) − (t, S) , Π(t, S) − h(t, S) = 0 on Int p D , supplemented by the boundary condition Π = b on ∂ p D. Note that in the case of a puttable security with h = +∞, (VI) reduces to, on Int p D: min − LΠ(t, S) − f (t, S, Π(t, S)), Π(t, S) − (t, S) = 0 which reduces further in the case of an elementary security with also = −∞ to
So, in the case of a puttable security and an elementary security, the general double obstacle problem (VI) reduces to a simple obstacle problem and to a linear parabolic PDE, respectively. Also note that the problem (VI) is defined over a domain in space variable S ranging to −∞, although only the positive part of this domain is meaningful for the financial purposes. Had we decided instead to pose problems (VI) over bounded spatial domains then, in order to get a wellposed problem, we would need to impose some appropriate non-trivial boundary condition at the lower space boundary.
We refer the reader to Appendix B for the definition of viscosity solutions that is relevant to cope with the time-discontinuities of f at the T i s (due to the discrete coupons c i s, if any). Building upon Definition B.1, we introduce the following definition of P-(semi-)solutions to (VI) on D.
Definition 5.1 By a P-subsolution, resp. supersolution, resp. solution Π of (VI) on D for the boundary condition b, we mean a function of class P on Int p D, which is a viscosity subsolution, resp. supersolution, resp. solution of (VI) on Int p D, and such that Π ≤ b, resp. Π ≥ b, resp. Π = b, pointwise on ∂ p D.
Resolution of the Variational Inequalities and Connection with BSDEs
In the following results, the process Π represents the state-process of the solution to the doubly reflected BSDE (E) in Proposition 4.2. It thus depends, in particular, on the stopping timeτ .
Lemma 5.1 (No-protection price) Assume thatτ :=τ 0 = 0. Then the related process Π can be written as Π t = Π(t, S t ), where the function Π is a P-solution of (VI) on [0, T ] × R, with terminal condition g at T .
Proof. This follows by the application of the results of Crépey [13] . 
where
are the post-protection put region and the post-protection call region, respectively.
(ii) Protection optimal policy. The protection optimal stopping time τ * p after time t ∈ [0, T ] for the CS is given by
is the protection put region.
2
Assuming that the call protection has not been lifted yet (t <τ ) and that the CS is still alive at time t, an optimal strategy for the holder of the CS is to put the CS as soon as S hitsĒ p for the first time after t, if this event actually happens before τ d ∧τ .
If we assume instead that the call protection has been lifted (t ≥τ ) and that the CS is still alive at time t:
• an optimal call time for the issuer of the CS is given by the first hitting time of E c by S after t, provided this hitting time is realized before T ∧ τ d ;
• an optimal put policy for the holder of the CS consists in putting when S hits E p for the first time after t, if this event occurs before T ∧ τ d .
We now come to the issues of uniqueness and approximation of solutions for (VI). For this, we make the following additional standing Assumption 5.1 The functions r, q, γ, σ are locally Lipschitz continuous.
We refer the reader to Barles and Souganidis [3] (see also Crépey [13] ) for the definition of stable, monotone and consistent approximation schemes to (VI) and for the related notion of convergence of the scheme, involved in the following Proposition 5.2 (i) Post-protection price. In the situation of Proposition 5.1(i), the function Π therein (defined in Lemma 5.1) is the unique P-solution, the maximal P-subsolution, and the minimal P-supersolution of the related problem (VI) on D = [0, T ] × R. Let ( Π h ) h>0 denote a stable, monotone and consistent approximation scheme for the function Π. Then Π h → Π locally uniformly on D as h → 0 + . (ii) Protection price. In the situation of Proposition 5.1(ii), the functionΠ defined therein is the unique P-solution, the maximal P-subsolution, and the minimal P-supersolution of the related problem (VI) on D = D(T ,S). Let (Π h ) h>0 denote a stable, monotone and consistent approximation scheme for the functionΠ. ThenΠ h →Π locally uniformly on
Moreover these uniqueness, extremality and convergence results still hold true independently of the structure condition on in assumption 4.3, relative to arbitrary P-solutions Π, resp.Π, assumed to exist, to the associated problems (VI).
Proof. Note, in particular, that under our assumptions: • the functions (r(t) − q(t) + ηγ(t, S))S and σ(t, S)S are locally Lipschitz continuous;
• the function f admits a modulus of continuity in S, in the sense that for every constant c > 0 there exists a continuous function η c : R + → R + with η c (0) = 0 and such that
for any t ∈ [0, T ] and S, S , x ∈ R with |S| ∨ |S | ∨ |x| ≤ c. The assertions are then consequences of the results of Crépey [13] . 2
Remark 5.1 We refer, in particular, the reader to the last section of Crépey [13] in regard to the fact that the potential discontinuities of f at the T i s (which represent a non-standard feature from the point of view of the classic theory of viscosity solutions as presented, for instance, in Crandall et al. [12] ) are not a real issue in the previous results, provided one works with the suitable Definition B.1 of viscosity solutions to our problems.
Applications to Convertible Bonds
As was already pointed out, a convertible bond is a special case of a convertible security. To describe the covenants of a typical convertible bond (CB), we introduce the following additional notation (for a detailed description and discussion of typical covenants of a CB, see [4] ): N : the par (nominal) value, η: the fractional loss on the underlying equity upon default, R t : the recovery process on the CB upon default of the issuer at time t, given byR t =R(t, S t− ) for a continuous bounded functionR, κ : the conversion factor, R cb t = R cb (t, S t− ) = (1 − η)κS t− ∨R t : the effective recovery process,
the effective payoff at maturity, P ≤C : the put and call nominal payments, respectively, such thatP ≤N ≤C, δ ≥ 0 : the length of the call notice period (see below), t δ = (t + δ) ∧ T : the end date of the call notice period started at t.
Note that putting a convertible bond at τ p effectively means either putting or converting the bond at τ p , whichever is best for the bondholder. This implies that, accounting for the accrued interest, the effective payment to the bondholder who decides to put at time t is P e t :=P ∨ κS t + A t .
As for calling, convertible bonds typically stipulate a positive call notice period δ clause, so that if the bond issuer makes a call at time τ c , then the bondholder has the right to either redeem the bond forC or convert it into κ shares of stock at any time t ∈ [τ c , τ (31)
Reduced Convertible Bonds
A CB with a positive call notice period is rather hard to price directly. To handle this difficulty, we proposed in [4] a two-step valuation method for a CB with a positive call notice period. In the first step, we search for the value of a CB upon call, by considering a suitable family of puttable bonds indexed by the time variable t (see Proposition 6.7 and 6.8). In the second step, we use the price process obtained in the first step as the payoff at call time of a CB with no call notice period, that is, with δ = 0. To formalize this procedure, we find it convenient to introduce the concept of a reduced convertible bond, i.e., a particular convertible bond with no call notice period. Essentially, a reduced convertible bond associated with a given convertible bond with a positive call notice period is an 'equivalent' convertible bond with no call notice period, but with the payoff process at call adjusted upwards in order to account for the additional value due to the option-like feature of the positive call period for the bondholder.
Definition 6.1 (see [4] ) A reduced convertible bond (RB) is a convertible security with coupon process C, recovery process R cb and terminal payoffs L cb , U cb , ξ cb such that (cf. (30)- (31))
and, for every t
for a function U cb (t, S) jointly continuous in time and space variables, except for negative left jumps of −c i at the T i s, and such that
The discounted dividend process of an RB is thus given by, for every t ∈ [0, T ],
Clearly, a CB with no notice period (i.e., with δ = 0) is an RB with the function U cb (t, S) given by the formula U cb (t, S) =C ∨ κS + A t . More generally, the financial interpretation of the process U cb in an RB is that U cb represents the value of the RB upon a call at time t. In Section 6.5, we shall formally prove that, under mild regularity assumptions in our model, any CB (no matter whether the call period is positive or not) can be interpreted and priced as an RB prior to call.
Decomposition of a Reduced Convertible Bond
In order to perform a deeper analysis of the bond and option features of a reduced convertible bond, it is useful to decompose an RB into the straight bond component, referred to as the embedded bond, and the option component, called the embedded game exchange option.
Embedded Bond
For an RB with the dividend process D cb given by (33), we consider an elementary security with the same coupon process as the RB and with the quantities R b and ξ b given as follows:
so that
This elementary security corresponds to the defaultable bond with discounted cash flows given by the expression
and the associated functions (cf. (22)- (23))
Definition 6.2 The RB with discounted cash flows given by (34) - (35) is called the bond embedded into the RB, or simply the embedded bond. It can be seen as the 'straight bond' component of the RB, that is, the RB stripped of its optional clauses.
In the sequel, in addition to the assumptions made so far, we work under the following reinforcement of Assumption 5.1.
Assumption 6.1
The functions r(t), q(t), γ(t, S)S, σ(t, S)S, γ(t, S)R(t, S) and c(t) are continuously differentiable in time variable, and thrice continuously differentiable in space variable, with bounded related spatial partial derivatives.
Note that these assumptions cover typical financial applications. In particular, they are satisfied whenR is constant and for well-chosen parameterizations of σ and γ, which can be enforced at the time of the calibration of the model. Proposition 6.1 (i) In the case of an RB, the elementary BSDE (E) (cf. Definition 4.1(iii)) associated with the embedded bond admits a unique solution ( Φ, Z, K = 0). Denoting Φ = Φ + A, the embedded bond admits the unique arbitrage price
(ii) Moreover, we have that Φ t = Φ(t, S t ) where the function Φ(t, S) is bounded, jointly continuous in time and space variables, twice continuously differentiable in space variable, and of class C 1,2 on every time interval [T i−1 , T i ) (or [T I−1 , T ), in case i = I). The process Φ(t, S t ) is an Itô process with true martingale component; specifically, we have
where the process v belongs to H 2 .
Proof. (i) By standard results (see, e.g., [20, 22] ), the elementary BSDE (E) with data (γR + Γ − µΘ,N ) admits a unique solution ( Φ, Z, K = 0). Hence, by Proposition 4.1 (specified to the particular case of an elementary security), we obtain that the embedded bond admits a unique arbitrage price given by (36).
(ii) The elementary BSDE, yields, for every t ∈ [0, T ],
or, equivalently (see [6] ),
Note that we have (cf. (24) and (21) with, by convention A 0− = 0):
Plugging this into (38) yields
Let us set
We have Φ T = Φ . Let us denote generically T or T i by T , and Φ 0 or Φ i by Θ, as appropriate according to the problem at hand. Note that Θ is bounded. In addition, given our regularity assumptions, we have Θ t = Θ(t, S t ), where Θ belongs to [34, 22] ). Therefore, Φ t = Φ t −A t is given by Φ(t, S t ) for a function Φ(t, S), which is jointly continuous in (t, S) on [0, T ]×R and twice continuously differentiable in S on [0, T ) × R. Moreover, given (39), (40) and the above C 1,2 regularity results, we have
This yields
Moreover, since Φ and u in (37) are bounded, we conclude that v ∈ H 2 . 2
Embedded Game Exchange Option
The option component of an RB is formally defined as an RB with the dividend process 
Note that from the point of view of the financial interpretation (see [4] for more comments), the game exchange option corresponds to an option to exchange the embedded bond for either L cb , U cb or ξ cb (as seen from the perspective of the holder), according to which player decides first to stop this game prior to or at T.
Also note that in the case of the game exchange option, there are no coupons involved and thus the clean price and the price coincide.
Solutions of the Doubly Reflected BSDEs
The following auxiliary result can be proved by inspection.
Lemma 6.1 Given an RB, the associated functions f (t, S, x), g = g(S), = (t, S) and h = h(t, S) are:
We will now show how our results can be applied to both an RB and an embedded game exchange option. (ii) Given part (i), the BSDE (E) related to an RB has a unique solution ( Π, V, K), by a direct application of Proposition 4.2. Now, ( Φ, Z, 0) denoting the solution to the elementary BSDE (E) exhibited in Proposition 6.1(i), it is immediate to check that ( Ψ, Y, K) solves the game exchange option-related problem (E) iff ( Φ + Ψ, Z + Y, K) solves the RB-related problem (E). Hence the result for the game exchange option follows from that for the RB.
Given an RB and the embedded game exchange option, we denote by Π and Ψ the state-processes (first components) of the solutions to the related BSDEs. The following result summarizes the valuation of an RB and the embedded game exchange option.
Proposition 6.3 (i)
The process Ψ t defined as 1 {t<τ d } Ψ t is the unique arbitrage price of the embedded game exchange option and (Ψ t , ζ * , τ * c ) (resp. (−Ψ t , −ζ * , τ
Variational Inequalities for Post-Protection Prices
We consider the following problems (VI) on D = [0, T ] × R :
• for a defaultable bond
• for a game exchange option
• for an RB
Proposition 6.4 (Post-Protection Prices) For any of problems (42)- (44) there exists a P-solution on D, denoted generically as Θ(t, S), which determines the corresponding post-protection price, in the sense that
Moreover, we have uniqueness of the P-solution and any stable, monotone and consistent approximation scheme for Θ converges locally uniformly to Θ on D as h → 0 + . In the case of the RB and the embedded game exchange option, the post-protection put/conversion region and the post-protection call/conversion region are given as
Proof. In the case of the RB or of the embedded bond, the results follow by direct application of Propositions 6.2, 5.1(i), 5.2(i) and Corollary 5.1(i). Now, given that Π and Φ are P-solutions to (44) and (42), respectively, and in view of the regularity properties of Φ stated in Proposition 6.1(ii), therefore Ψ := Π − Φ is a P-solution to (43). Since Π and Φ satisfy the related identities (45), then so does Ψ, in view of Proposition 6.3(iii). Finally, given the last statement in Proposition 5.2, the game exchange option also satisfies the claimed uniqueness and convergence results. 2
Variational Inequalities for Protection Prices
We now consider the following problems (VI) on D = D(T ,S), where the functions Φ, Ψ, Π are those of Proposition 6.4:
day, we have n = 30. Finally, if a call protection is in force then we proceed along essentially the same lines, using the results of Section 6.4. On Figure 1 , 2 we plot the prices of the convertible bond, the embedded bond and the embedded game exchange option obtained in this way as a function of the stock level S at time 0, in the simple case where δ = 0, no call protection is in force, there are no dividends (neither coupons nor recovery), and for the remaining parameters as given in Table 1 . In each case, we plot the curves corresponding to default intensities of the form γ(t, S) = γ 0 (   S0   S ) γ1 where γ 0 = 0.02 and γ 1 equals either 1.2 or zero. The corresponding two curves are labeled local and implied respectively. Note that in case α = 1.2, consistently with typical market data, the price of the CB as a function of S exhibits the so-called ski-jump behavior, namely, it is convex for high values of S and collapsing at the low values. This collapse at low levels of S comes from the collapse of the embedded bond component of a CB ('collapse of the bond floor', see, e.g., [4] ).
An alternative for pricing would be to use numerical methods for reflected BSDEs [32, 9, 10] . The interest of these methods is to provide numerical approximations not only for the state-process Π (i.e., the price of a CS) in the solution ( Π, Z, K) to (E), but also for Z (i.e., the 'delta' of a CS, cf. (25)).
In the present set-up, such methods reduce to simple extensions to game problems of simulation methods for American options [30, 35, 31] . Note that these methods are not much used in the industry at this stage. Beyond the fact that they are computationally intensive, another reason is that they do not give a confidence interval, unlike standard Monte Carlo methods for European options. Yet, in order to take into account non standard call protection clauses or, more generally, to cope with highly path-dependent features, it may be necessary to resort to such simulation methods.
A further numerical issue is the calibration of the model, which consists in fitting some specific parameters of the model, such as the local volatility σ and the local intensity γ in our case, to market quotes of related liquidly traded assets. A larger variety of input instruments can be used in this calibration process, including traded options on the underlying equity and/or CDSs related to bond issues of the reference name (see, e.g., [1] ). As it can be seen on Figure 1 , the price of the embedded game exchange option enjoys much better properties than the price of the CB in terms of convexity with respect to the stock price, and thus in turn (see [4] ) in terms of monotonicity with respect to the volatility. Simple numerical experiments support also the intuitive guess that the embedded bond concentrates most of the interest rate and credit risks of a convertible bond, whereas the value of the embedded game exchange option explains most of the volatility risk (note in this respect that the embedded game exchange option always has a null coupon process). These features suggest that it could be advantageous to use prices of (synthetic) embedded game exchange options, rather than prices of CBs, for the purpose of calibration (see also the discussion in the last section of [4] ).
A Rolling CDS
In this appendix, we derive the dynamics of the rolling CDS, introduced in Section 2.3.1, in the context of the Markovian defaultable diffusion model of this paper. The interested reader is referred to [7] for the dynamics of the rolling CDS in a more general set-up. Since the derivation takes a simple form in the present Markovian situation, we provide a direct and self-contained proof.
It was shown in [7] that the cumulative price process B of a rolling CDS satisfies (using the set-up of present paper) d(β t B t ) = (1 − H t )β t α −1 t dp t −ν(t, S t ) df t + β t ν(t) dM where dp and df denote the stochastic differentials of the following processes, with a fixed value θ = Θ(t) of the parameter θ therein (that is, stochastic differentials with respect to t in F t , but not with respect to θ = Θ(t)):
It is also rather straightforward to verify that the (local) martingale P , given as
u dp u , is equal to the martingale part of the process p defined as
In particular, in the present Markovian set-up, the process P t can also be represented as
where P is the pre-default pricing function of a protection rate payment ν(u) with horizon θ.
Likewise, it is straightforward to verify that the (local) martingale F given as
is equal to the martingale part of the process f defined as
Thus, process F t can also be written as
where the function F is the pre-default pricing function of a unit rate fee payment with horizon θ. This demonstrates the validity of (12).
B Viscosity Solutions of Double Obstacle Variational Inequalities
In this appendix, we comment briefly on the definition of a viscosity solution, which is required, in the case of our obstacles problem (VI), to cope in particular with the potential discontinuities in time of f at the T i s (in case there are discrete coupons, cf. (23)). We refer the interested reader to Crépey [13] for more details. Given a closed domain D ⊆ [0, T ] × R, we set, for i = 1, 2, . . . , I,
Note that the sets Int p D i partition Int p D. Remark B.1 (i) In case of a CS with no discrete coupons (like, for instance, the game exchange option component of a CB, which is a zero-coupon CS), the previous definitions reduce to the standard definitions of viscosity (semi-)solutions for obstacles problems (see, for instance, [23, 12] ). 
